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Abstract
Scholarship in linguistics, library science, journalism, and classics has long de-
pended upon reading and analyzing text in traditional printed formats. Increas-
ingly, manual and automatic text processing techniques are being used to trans-
form text into structured data that can be queried and visualized. Such data
often consists of spreadsheets or databases that contain information extracted
from the text, such as document metadata, entities and relationships, sentiment,
or grammatical structure. Many techniques have been developed to visualize text
as structured data. A few display that data in a recognizably traditional format.
Representing data within its own text provides a common visual context that
allows for more efficient reading and effective interpretation.
In this thesis, we describe a design framework and a reference implementation
for visually representing information in traditional text layouts. The framework
provides ways to visually represent information about text directly in the text
itself, including text styling, highlighting, decoration, and embedding of entire
data views. By integrating data graphics into text, readers can see and interact
with both the text and its associated data in a unified visual context. The
implementation builds upon the declarative language in Improvise to support
interactive queries including visual encoding, filtering, and sorting of data for
display in the text. We present several application examples and use them to
ix
assess the expressiveness, effectiveness, and performance of the framework for
navigation and query features desirable to scholars of classical Latin. From the
assessment, we conclude that the framework supports cognitive tasks such as
reading, problem solving, and decision making.
x
Chapter 1
Introduction
Classic scholars primarily use printed documents to read and analyze text. Text
analysts use manual and automatic text processing techniques to transform text
into structured data. Manual processes might involve reading through the text
and recording individual data items. Automatic processes can involve algorithms
to convert text to data based on certain conditions. For example, on occurrence
of a specific word, it is converted to a new data item. The data can contain
metadata, entities and relationships, sentiment, or grammatical structure. The
processed data can be stored in various data storing formats such as XML or
databases for easier access. This processed data can be visualized to look for
patterns and anomalies.
A variety of visualization techniques have been proposed. Poemage [16] visu-
alizes words that are similar sounding. Tag clouds [23] visualize word frequency.
TexTile [3, 4] visualizes textual variants. However, few visualization techniques
use traditional text format to visualize text together with its associated data.
When text is converted to data, it is often represented as a collection of indi-
vidual entities, rather than as a stream of interlinked words. Text is context
1
sensitive. Maintaining familiar reading format and continuity allows for efficient
reading. Embedding data along with the text allows for effective interpretation of
the data.
One of the areas of research that works with textual data is Digital Human-
ities. Digital Humanities scholars who specialize in classic Latin texts aim to
create critical editions. Classic Latin texts were composed in antiquity. The orig-
inal texts are often partially or completely lost. Most of the texts we see today are
copies of supposed originals. Historically, copying of text was manual, which was
prone to errors and often introduced different meanings from the original text.
Scholars prefer to see and compare multiple versions of text at the same time
to draw conclusions from it. Analyzing large documents by manually comparing
different versions of the same text takes a lot of effort and time.
In this thesis, we have designed and implemented a framework for design-
ing interactive visualizations that use traditional prose text layouts to display
text and its associated data. An example application of this framework is shown
in Figure 1.1. The data set for this figure consists of random sentences gener-
ated online1. The framework supports the display of scrolling, wrapping lines of
text with embedded data graphics. Visual encodings of embedded data include
text styling, highlighting, decorating, and embedding of entire data views. This
combination of features provides design flexibility to represent a variety of data
attributes. Additional information such as titles, line numbers, and speakers can
be included in the layout to give context to the entire document.
Background work in data visualization, related work in text visualization,
features that inspired the design of the new text visualization framework, and
current tools available for variant text analysis are discussed in Chapter 2.
1https://randomwordgenerator.com/sentence.php Accessed: 2017-07-31.
2
Figure 1.1: Screenshot of a visualization designed using the text view framework.
3
Framework design goals, the process followed to achieve the design, and ex-
pected benefits based on several examples are discussed in Chapter 3.
Implementation of the framework including the components of the layout,
introduction to the Java components used, and the design of data views are
described in Chapter 4.
An introduction to digital humanities and the humanities process of scholar-
ship, and evaluation of the framework based on tasks that scholars of classical
Latin perform during analysis, are discussed in Chapter 5.
Conclusions with suggestions for future work and a summary of contributions
are given in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This chapter gives an introduction to visualization, discusses related work in text
visualization, and provides background on various visualization techniques that
influenced the design of the framework.
Visualization is a technique for creating images, diagrams, or animations from
data sets to explore data, analyze data, or communicate a message [9]. Common
visual representations of data include scatter plots, bar charts, line plots, pie
charts, maps, calendars and many others.
The text view framework draws inspiration from past work in the areas of
text visualization, typography, and coordinated multiple views. For text visu-
alization, we discuss visualization techniques that focus on textual information.
Most text visualization techniques focus at the level of discrete words. Only a few
preserve some of the higher-level structure of traditional text formats. Typogra-
phy concerns itself with various ways of laying out text on the page. Coordinated
multiple views connect multiple views in a single visualization to show different
aspects of the data simultaneously.
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2.1 Visualization
Visualization is representing data visually in a form that is understandable by
the user. Visualization reduces the overhead on the user’s end to remember,
recollect, and process the data. This allows for better sense making. Even tabular
views, such as spreadsheets, are themselves representations of data. Coordinated
multiple views can allow users to see and interact with multiple representations
of data in a single user interface. For example, a bar chart and a map can be used
to show the population of an area in complementary ways. The map can show
regions to provide a geographic overview. The bar chart can show an accurate
population for each region. Interactions between multiple views allow the user
to explore the data, find interesting patterns, and analyze them. For instance,
selecting a region in the map would highlight it both in the map and the bar chart.
In general, multiple views can be linked through interactions that trigger item
selection, sorting, or filtering. Coordinating multiple views in this way allows
users to see and interact with more complex data than could otherwise be done
in an individual view. In the text view framework, coordination is a way to both
link different parts of the layout such as margins and headers, and to link the
text view overall with other kinds of data views.
2.2 Text
Although text can be treated as data, it is also something that can be seen and
interpreted. Presented text in itself is a form of visualization. Traditional pre-
sentations of text include prose, poetry, and plays in books, papers, and tablets.
Traditional forms of text usually have layout, styling, and decoration properties.
6
Printed text layouts can involve different directions—such as left-to-right, top-
to-bottom in most Roman alphabet languages—and different groupings—such as
single or multiple vertical columns. Styling properties such as italics and bold
can be used, for instance, to add emphasis to the text.
Traditionally, styling text involved annotating or marking up parts of that text
by hand. Markup is defined as a “system for annotating a document in a way that
is syntactically distinguishable from the text” [7]. Traditionally, typographers
would mark up text documents to indicate the typeface, style, and size of text,
which is later typeset for printing [10].
Today, text is read and interpreted on digital screens in various applications
such as word processors and web browsers. In the digital medium, controlling
the style of text presentation is usually done by including markup information in
text storage formats. Prominent markup languages include HTML and TeX.
2.2.1 Visualizing Text
Many text visualizations have been developed. Most visualize individual words.
Tag clouds are a well known example [23]. A few preserve text structure above
the level of individual words.
• In tag clouds, individual tags encode word frequency as font size [23]. An
example tag cloud is shown in Figure 2.1. There are a variety of ways of
laying out tags in tag clouds. The position of a tag can depend on the
alphabetical order, importance, or even be random. The colors of tags can
be determined by a variety of different data attributes such as file names,
size of files, date created, number of occurrence of words, or importance of
words.
7
Figure 2.1: Barack Obama’s 2009 State of the Union speech visualized as a tag
cloud [23].
• WordTree [25] is another type of text visualization that focuses on finding
word repetitions in a document by displaying the common words and all
its associated sentences in a tree-like structure. A screenshot of WordTree
is shown in Figure 2.2.
• Poemage [16] is a coordinated multi-view visualization to explore sonic
structures in a poem. Figure 2.3 shows an example. It has three views:
a set view, a poem view, and a path view. The poem view contains the
full poem text displayed in the familiar way. Similar sounding words are
uniformly color-coded with an oval around them. The set view displays
words that are lexically or phonetically similar. The path view shows the
“sonic topology” of the poem.
• TexTile [3,4] combines pixel-based and focus+context techniques to visual-
8
Figure 2.2: Snippet of Alice in Wonderland visualized using WordTree [25].
ize variations between multiple copies of text. Information about variants
are mapped to small squares that use color to encode attributes such as
lexical similarity. It efficiently uses screen space to represent large amounts
of information about text. A screenshot of a TexTile visualization is shown
in Figure 2.4.
• Story Tracker [15] provides an interactive visualization for analyzing similar
news topics that split and merge over time. It extracts keywords from daily
news articles and vertically groups them at each point in time. Related
articles are color-coded and linked together.
Most text visualizations like tag clouds and Story Tracker convert text to in-
dividual data items and do not represent the higher-level structure of text. These
types of visualizations are useful for exploring word-level relationships. However,
these techniques do not represent the higher-level text structures that provide
the context needed to navigate complex information in large text documents.
A few visualizations such as Poemage and WordTree preserve some aspects
of text structure. The text visualization framework preserves traditional printed
9
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layout generally by presenting the entire text at once with embedded data views
to provide additional information.
2.3 Typography
Typography refers to the way characters are placed or rendered. Most, but not
all, typographic techniques can be replication on a digital screen [8]. Moreover, a
variety of factors such as screen size, render window size, and pixel density need to
be considered when rendering text to a digital screen. Text display on early digital
screens offered a limited number of typefaces and were usually constrained by
screen size and resolution. On more recent displays a variety of layout factors such
as line length, typefaces, inter-line spacing, letter spacing, margins, alignment,
and kerning can be accounted for when rendering characters. In designing the text
visualization framework, we focused on line length, typefaces, inter-line spacing,
and margins, because these were most desired formatting features for the Digital
Latin Library application.
2.3.1 Line Length
Line length is the physical length in which text is rendered. The length of a
line depends on window size and side margins. The number of characters in a
line depends on font size, typeface, styling properties, and character density—
the number of characters rendered for a particular length. In a traditional text
format, when the width of the line is filled the successive characters are broken
up and moved to the next line; this process is called line or word wrapping. In
the text view framework, text and graphics that can be rendered on a line are
affected by the number of characters, typeface, and graphic dimensions.
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2.3.2 Typeface
A typeface is a collection of glyphs, each of which represents an individual letter,
number, punctuation mark, or other symbol [10]. Each font of a typeface has a
specific weight and style. For example, typeface “Helvetica” can have fonts such
as “Helvetica bold,” “Helvetica bold italic,” etc. The size and style of a font
can be affected by design choice or by interactive properties. In the text view
framework, a variety of typefaces from the Improvise framework are available to
the visualization designer. The framework also supports multiple typefaces in a
single line.
2.3.3 Inter-line Spacing
Inter-line spacing refers to the spacing between lines. It can be used to vary
the amount of text displayed on the screen. Traditional line spacings are single
and double line spacing. In printed text, double line spacing is easier to read
and allows for adding comments and annotations between lines. However, in this
framework, we use single line spacing as it is compact and could render more
graphics and characters at any given time.
2.3.4 Margin
Margin refers to an area along the edge of a page. Margins have been used as
space for showing additional content or annotations. Familiar margins in a page
are on the left, right, top, and bottom. The text view framework uses margins
to show additional information, such as line number or speaker of a paragraph.
The contents and layout of the margins depend on the main content of the page.
13
2.4 Composite Views
Composite views involve two or more data views combined together to form a
single view. In this framework, for a given text and its associated data the
designer has the capability to build compound data graphics. Composite vi-
sualizations [13] primarily follows one of four different patterns of merging two
representations into one: nesting, juxtaposition, superimposing, and overloading.
• Nesting is placing one data view inside another. The text view framework
supports nesting by nested view encoding. Nested views allows for placing
an entire data view inside the text display.
• Juxtaposition is placing data views side-by-side or in similar non-overlapping
layout. The text view framework supports juxtaposition through compound
encoding. Compound encoding allows for placing encoded items on the sides
and at the corners of other encoded items.
• Superimposing is placing one data view on top of another. A stack encoding
in the framework can take multiple data graphics and render them on top
of each other in the specified order.
• Overloading is utilizing the space of one data view for another. In the text
view framework, we are using the layout of the text as a way to position
different data graphics in it.
Sparklines are a common form of nested visualization that embed plots in
text. In sparklificator, “small high-resolution data graphics, included alongside
words or word sequences in text documents, can often communicate information
that could not be succinctly conveyed by the text itself” [11]. The graphic can
14
Figure 2.5: Illustration of various composite views. (i) Juxtaposition, (ii) super-
imposing, (iii) overloading, and (iv) nesting.
be placed in three positions—at the top, on the right, or along the baseline. Top
places it above the word, right places it to the right of the word, and baseline
draws it behind the word. In the framework, these options can be reproduced
with a combination of nested and compound encodings.
2.5 Visual Encoding Design
Visual encoding is the process of mapping data to visual entities. Text has
properties like text styling, highlighting, and decorating to differentiate data
values. Data views can be treated as independent objects or can provide context
by being spatially connected. A data view can have a variety of visual properties
such as color, shape, orientation, 2D, and 3D. A data view can also contain
primitive shapes such as rectangle and oval combined together to represent the
encoded data. For example, a data set containing attributes X,Y and Z can be
mapped to position of a circle with a fixed size. With various visual channels like
shape, color, size, orientation, and position it is important to choose and combine
these design aspects carefully to convey the information clearly.
We are framing our design decisions for the text view framework based on
glyph design guidelines provided by Chung et al [6], as follows.
Typedness refers to choosing the appropriate visual encoding for the data type.
15
The data types may include: nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio and directional.
The framework supports typedness by providing the tools to the visualization
designer to map data values to different visual encoding channels.
Channel capacity refers to the number of values that can be encoded. For
example, a piece of text can have various properties like font size, color, typeface,
decorations like underline and strikethrough, and styles like bold and italics to
represent different channels. The design should be flexible to represent multiple
values.
Learnability refers to easiness to interpret and remember the data views. With
contextual data like text, it is important to have its associated graphic linked
spatially.
Attention balance says attention should be given to important variables. A
variable can show its significance by changing the channel capacity. For example,
to show emphasis of a word, font size can be increased or the styling can be set
to bold.
Focus and context is about how individual elements should be identifiable
under certain operations. For example, interactions like selection should highlight
the selected items. In this framework, laying out the text and graphics in a unified
traditional format allows for focus and context. The individual graphic is a focal
point and text provides the context.
Chung also lists visual orderability, separability, attention balance and search-
ability; they were not considered in the development of this framework as they
did not directly influence our decision making.
16
2.6 Data Mapping
Data mapping is the process of mapping individual data items to a graphical
object. By modifying the order of the dataset we can create multiple views from
the same dataset. It is important to figure out which order would be beneficial
to the user. Borgo et al. [5] have suggested several possibilities:
Correlation driven: Grouping a data set based on correlation creates clusters
of similar variables. Correlation helps identify outliers and understand relation-
ships between different clusters. As an example, correlation within a nested view
by embedding data views into text has been implemented in sparklines [11]. The
framework supports correlation by allowing the designer to embed entire data
views or have similar views in different parts of the text.
Complexity and symmetry-driven: Gestalt principles [14] have found that
we as humans have a preference for simple shapes and we tend to remember
symmetry patterns. We support complexity and symmetry driven design by
providing a set of data views to set alignments to left, right, and center or inherit
the width of another data graphic.
User-driven: The end users control the data items that they want to view.
Features in Improvise can modify views based on user actions. Coordinated
multiple views [19] allows actions like selection in one view to affect the data
mapping in other connected views.
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed visualization in general, representing text,
various text visualization techniques currently used, and how they relate to our
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framework.
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Chapter 3
Framework Design
In this chapter we discuss the various components of our design framework, vari-
ous activities of users who develop and use this framework, our design goals, and
our approach to achieving the goals. The contributions to this thesis discussed
in this chapter are:
• identifying design goals for the framework,
• designing various visual encodings, and
• deciding on types of interactions for the framework.
3.1 Components of the Design Framework
This framework is intended to take traditional text layout and integrate data
graphics into it, preserving as much of the structure of traditional text layout
as possible to provide linguistic context. Some of the major components of this
framework are text layout, data graphics, margin and interaction.
• Text layout dictates how text is laid out on screen.
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• Data graphics allows for different types of visual mapping.
• Margin gives additional reference information.
• Interaction allows for coordinated between multiple views.
Each of these component is motivated by practical limitations in implemen-
tation, needs of the Digital Latin Library1 project, and maintaining the general-
izability of the framework.
3.1.1 Text Layout
A variety of properties affect the way text is laid out. Some of the major proper-
ties are alignment, orientation, justification, line wrapping, single and double line
spacing, and character spacing. These properties are specific to text and com-
binations of these properties can be used to generate sophisticated text layouts.
The framework is built by extending an existing text rendering package. Hence
these text layout properties can be supported by this framework.
3.1.2 Margin
Margin is the area surrounding the contents of a page. Margins have long been
used to record additional information like comments and notes relating to the
text. Margins can be at the top, bottom, left, and right of a page. Dimensions of
the margin can affect some text layout properties. For example, a right margin
with a larger width will affect line wrapping. For the framework design, we choose
to have the left and right margin be linked to line height and paragraph height
in the text layout. This allows the visualization designer to specify additional
1http://digitallatin.org Accessed: 2017-07-31.
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information specifically mapped to those parts of the text layout. The top and
bottom margins can be used to show the header and footer of the page.
3.1.3 Data Graphics
Data graphics are visual representations of data that are presented in a way that
is easier and quicker to understand and interpret than tabular data. The graphic
objects can contain geometrically primitive shapes, combinations of these shapes,
and sometimes non geometric graphics like text. These graphics usually have pa-
rameters that can change their appearance. Some of the common parameters are
width, height, foreground color and background color. Using these parameters,
multiple variations can be designed. We also have the ability to compose the
graphics by combining two or more primitive shapes to generate interesting de-
signs. For this framework, we choose to design a suitably comprehensive list of
visual representations consisting of primitive and embedded graphics to support
variety of data dimensions.
3.1.4 Interaction
Interactions in a view are primarily interfaced with a mouse, keyboard or a com-
bination of both. Some of the forms of interactions include navigating the doc-
ument, altering the size of the entire view, and clicking to select data items. In
a traditional text layout, clicking and dragging to select a portion of the text
is a common form of interaction. In data visualization, selecting multiple data
items by lassoing is another form of interaction. In this framework we intend to
support multiple forms of interaction like single selection, text selection and lasso
selection.
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3.2 Levels of Users
Figure 3.1: Levels of users of the text view framework.
Figure 3.1 shows the levels of each class of users. We filled the roles of frame-
work developer and visualization designer. As it was an iterative development
process, we had to switch roles when necessary to satisfy the needs of the project
and the view requirements.
3.2.1 End User
The end user would interact directly with the visualization designed from the
framework. Some of the users who work with text are from humanities, linguistics,
and journalism. The look and feel of the view is important to the end user. The
end users would read the text and interpret the data graphics to look for patterns
and anomalies. They need knowledge on navigating and interacting with the
view. Some of the interactions that an end user might perform are selecting text
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to copy, selecting data items from any of the panels, and scrolling to move around
the text.
One of the primary users of visualizations designed with the text view frame-
work are scholars in digital humanities. The list of tasks that scholars perform
was captured by Abbas, et al [1, 2]. Some of the tasks that scholars perform are
reading and analyzing documents, finding related documents, gathering data from
these documents, visualizing the data to look for word variants and relationships
between documents, and finally creating critical editions.
3.2.2 Visualization Designer
The visualization designer uses the framework to create visualization tools. The
designer uses the interface-level features in the Improvise application to design
visualizations. Visualization designers would choose the layout for their particular
use case. They sometimes need to import the required data set to the application,
choose the appropriate views for the use case, map data to these views, and link
coordination properties between multiple views. In the text view framework,
the visualization designer would need to project data items to the appropriate
data graphics, and pass the projections to the appropriate panels in the view.
Projection refers to ways data can be mapped to data graphics in Improvise.
The designer might need features like titles and hard line breaks to begin a new
section or end a paragraph. Ultimately, the designer is responsible for the overall
look and feel of the view.
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3.2.3 Framework Developer
The framework developer writes software to implement the design goals of this
framework. The developer is responsible for choosing the tools like packages
and libraries required to accomplish the goals. In this text view framework, the
developer needs knowledge on Improvise view implementation, designing the in-
dividual panels, passing data from one panel to another, designing data graphics,
linking to Improvise interactive properties, and providing view level interactions
like navigation and selection. The framework developer can also choose to provide
a fixed layout, a collection of layouts or a framework to design layouts. Panels in
a view might depend on another panel for data, layout, and interactive actions.
The developer also needs to ensure that the different panels in the view align as
intended. For example, a margin panel would need to be aligned to the top of
the page. Additionally, the different data graphics objects need to be provided in
the interface design for the visualization designer to map data to these graphics.
3.2.4 System Architect
The system architect lays the foundation of the base application. This foundation
is designed and developed in a way to provide tools and resources to the frame-
work developer. The base application should readily be extensible and modifiable
depending on the framework developer requirements.
3.3 Design Goals
A wireframe of the framework design is shown in Figure 3.2. Although there
are a variety of layout designs available, we chose the Digital Latin Library text
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layout as it meets the requirements of the project and can also be used in many
other general cases. Figure 5.1 shows the layout of Digital Latin Library text.
The layout contains base text in the center, line numbers on the right margin,
and author of the paragraph on the left margin.
Analyzing the functions and tasks that a user might perform (see Section 3.2),
we have formed a set of goals for this framework design:
• Use traditional text layout to show text and embed data graphics. Most end
users are familiar with the traditional text layout. Embedding data graphics
inline with the text provides additional information while maintaining the
layout.
• Provide variety of data graphics representations. A variety of graphic rep-
resentations provide the designer with flexibility in representing data. For
example, when visualizing text variations, the designer can choose to list
all the variants or show the count of variants as superscripts to the main
text.
• Provide multiple visual channels for the visualization designer to modify the
appearance of the text and its associated graphics. Multiple visual channels
allow the designers to use single encodings in different ways. For example, in
a dataset with frequency of words, color and size can be used to differentiate
between words with higher and lower frequency.
• Allow for additional context information like header, footer, and line num-
bers in margins. A header can be used to show the title of a page or a
section header. Headers are used in classic Latin documents to show the
title of the poem and list all the authors in that poem. Margins are used
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in the documents to show line numbers and speakers of paragraphs.
• Allow for coordinated multiple views. Coordination between multiple views
provides the benefits of other views combined with text view. For example,
textual data that involves geographic location, a map view can be designed
to plot data points on the map and the text view can display the text with
its data in a desirable encoding.
• Allow for navigation within the view. Navigation allows the user to scroll
between texts. To traverse large documents, navigation is essential.
• Allow selection interactions. Selection can allow the user to filter the data
to look for specific details or to select text to copy to clipboard.
3.4 Panel Design
A variety of layout designs can be formed by combining multiple panels. Some
of the common layouts are two panel layout—two panels are laid side by side to
occupy the full window width, and margin layout—a center panel is surrounded
on four sides by margins. We chose the Digital Latin Library text layout due to
practical reasons and to focus on visual encoding design.
To achieve the layout, the framework is split into three panels: Center panel
to hold text and data graphics in traditional layout, left margin panel to provide
paragraph context, right margin panel to provide line context.
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3.4.1 Center Panel
In the center panel, the text and data graphics are laid out in traditional text
layout with line wrapping at the end of a line. The typeface, size, and style can
be changed to the designer’s preference. The parameters of visual encoding are
modifiable from the projection designer in Improvise.
3.4.2 Right Margin Panel
The right margin panel is designed to work like a table with a single column and
multiple rows. The number of rows is dependent on the number of lines in the
center panel. Data for the right panel is fed from the center panel. Data contains
line number and height of the specific line. When the center panel is relaid and
the structure of the text in it changes, the right panel updates the height of each
line. The projection for the right panel is designed similar to that of the center
panel.
3.4.3 Left Margin Panel
The left margin panel is populated using Improvise data and projection. It is
similar to the right margin panel in layout. It contains a single column table
with multiple rows, with the difference being the height of the row is tied to the
height of the paragraph.
3.5 Visual Encoding
Visual encoding refers to ways data can be transformed to a visual representation.
Visual encoding can be primitive or nested. A primitive graphic contains only
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Figure 3.3: Screenshot of the classical Latin poem Calpurnius Siculus [20] visu-
alized as a text view.
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Figure 3.4: Visual encoding designs for the text view framework. (i) Text (ii)
Icon (iii) Compound (iv) Stack (v) Title (vi) Tristate (vii) Nested Views
itself; a nested graphic can hold multiple primitive graphic elements in its own
custom layout. In this section we will look at different types of visual encoding
that are supported by the text view.
• Text: Text encoding is responsible for rendering the given input text in
the appropriate panel. Text can be used independently, or combined with
other data graphics to form complex images. Input to the text can be a
character or a stream of characters. Text encoding features that can be
altered are font, size, styles such as bold and italics, and additional styles
such as underline and strike-through. This framework is built around text,
hence text had to be one of the primary visual encodings.
• Icon: Icon encoding contains primitive graphics that can be added inline
with texts. Primitive graphics in this framework are squares (or rectangles)
and circles (or ovals). Primitive icons have a special case—they have can
inherit the width of another element. Icons are independent, i.e., they do
not rely on other encodings to draw themselves. Icons are essential, as they
can be combined together to form complex images. For example, squares
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(or rectangles) can be combined together to draw bar graphs.
• Compound: Compound encoding allows for placing graphics near sides
and corners of text items. Placing around text preserves the relative posi-
tion of the text. Text has line spacing above and below, which can be used
to place data graphics. However, the line spacing may need to be altered
to avoid overlapping graphics with other text in the layout. Combinations
of vertical, horizontal, and corner positioning allows flexible encoding of
multiple pieces of information around text items.
• Stack: Stack encoding allows for piling graphics on top of another. It can
take n number of data graphics as input. The data graphics are drawn in
the specified order. By varying the opacity channel, different graphics can
be designed.
• Title: The title is a special-case design. A title encoding can be used to
denote section headers, the start of a new page or page numbers. A title has
three alignment properties—left, center and right. This allows the designer
to changes the alignment depending on the use case.
• Nested Views: A Nested View encoding is self-contained view that can
hold one or more data graphics. An example of a nested view is a scatter
plot, where data points can be mapped to primitive shapes like rectangle
or oval.
The text view framework can be extended by framework developers to add
their own icons and nested views. As an example, I implemented variation specif-
ically for the Digital Latin Library project. Variation encoding can be used to
show variations in a word. It can take n data graphics as input. The variation
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encoding displays the data graphics in order, with a line connecting from the
sides of each data graphic to the base line.
Similarly, a tristate encoding is a custom designed nested view that can be
used to show three states—positive, negative, and neutral. A tristate takes over-
all width and height, bar width, bar spacing, positive color, negative color, and
neutral color. A tristate encoding is also designed as part of an icon as it has a
fixed dimension for any given data value and does not require base line adjust-
ments to render. In designing this framework, I added a few encodings like the
tristate encoding for the Digital Latin Library application.
3.6 Interactions
Interaction with the text view is primarily through selection. Selection is the
process of choosing data items. In Improvise, selection can be coordinated with
other views in the same visualization. Three ways of selection have been identified
for the text view with the help of previous knowledge of the Improvise framework.
• Single selection is selecting a single element from the document. Pointing
and clicking on a text or graphic element in the text view should select the
element.
• Multiple selection is similar to selecting text in a text processor or a web
page. The user clicks and drags the mouse across the text to make a
selection from start to end. The framework should provide feedback to the
user by highlighting only the selected text. The data items within that
selection range should also be selected. The user should also be able to
copy only the selected text to clipboard. Since other forms of selection do
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not provide feedback, the copy function can only be provided in multiple
selection.
• Disconnected multiple selection is useful when selecting multiple elements
that are not in order. Using a keyboard modifier and single selection,
multiple elements that are spatially separated can be selected.
Some of the advantages of selection are it can help reduce clutter and provide
details on demand. The designer can choose to reduce clutter by showing certain
visualizations on request by the user. The request can be a mouse click or by
selecting the data item. This reduces the amount of information that needs to be
shown at a given time and give the user more control over the visualization. Spe-
cific details can be shown to the user based on certain interactions. For example,
a secondary visualization can be designed to show only the selected information
from the parent visualization. This helps the user to request information on
demand instead of dumping it all at once.
3.7 Examples
To demonstrate the design of this framework, a news article was recreated with
the text view. It is shown in Figure 3.5. Player names are encoded in a color
representing their respective country. Each country has its win and loss stats
for the last five matches encoded as a tristate graphic. The players and their
associated countries are easily identifiable.
Another example designed with random sentences2 is shown in Figure 3.6.
This visualization was designed as a proof of concept to show text layout, various
2https://randomwordgenerator.com/sentence.php Accessed: 2017-07-31.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of static text and a text visualization. At the top is a
news article and at the bottom is its visualization using the text view framework.
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visual encodings, and the different panels. The center panel is marked (15), left
and right panels are marked (14) and (13) respectively.
The center panel holds the text, primitive data graphics and combinations of
primitive graphics in a traditional format. Text is shown in (9) and (10), (9) has
a larger font size and (10) has red as font color. Primitive visual encodings are
(7), (8), and (11). (7) shows a square with red foreground, (8) is an oval with
blue foreground and (11) is a tristate with positive marked in red, neutral in
lighter shade of green and negative in darker shade of green. Complex graphics
are marked (5), (6), and (12). (5) and (6) are compound encodings, with four
inputs: text in center, rectangle in top and bottom, and a tristate in center-left.
The top rectangle inherits the width from the center, hence (5) has a shorter
width than (6). (12) is variation encoding, to show different variations in text.
(1), (2), (3), and (4) are title encoding. Titles do not flow with the rest of the
text. In this example, title alignment is set to center.
(13) shows the right margin panel, with line numbers. The height of each line
number is mapped to the height of that particular line in the center panel. (14)
is the left margin panel; it has the characters in the alphabet as data mapped to
text encoding. The height of each data item is mapped to paragraphs. Having
too many visual encoding can make the visualization look distracting. It is up to
the designer to maintain an elegant design.
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Figure 3.6: Screenshot of a visualization designed using random sentences gener-
ated online. (1), (2), (3) and (4) are titles, (5) and (6) are compounds, (7) and
(8) is square and oval, respectively, (9) and (10) are texts, (11) is tristate, (13)
is right margin panel, (14) is left margin panel, and (15) is center panel.
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Chapter 4
Implementation
This chapter discusses about the software implemenation of the text view frame-
work. The framework is implemented in the Improvise [26] visualization environ-
ment, a visualization tool to design interactive and coordinated visualizations.
The framework is implemented using Java Swing (javax.swing.text package) and
Improvise. For this thesis, I implemented the following:
• a new text view module that can be used alongside other view modules in
Improvise,
• existing UI components from Java Swing into the new text view module
(the added UI components are JTextPane and JPanel),
• an extension of JPanel to support multi-view scrolling,
• an implementation of EditorKit to add styled text and data graphics to
JTextPane,
• an extension of EditorKit to support special case views like TitleView,
EdgeView and VariationView,
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• glyph classes to draw data graphics—a glyph here refers to the individual
data graphic in Improvise environment,
• an interface implementation of ViewFactory to associate glyphs to new and
existing EditorKit View classes,
• new View classes (extension of javax.swing.text.View) to encapsulate glyph
objects for use by EditorKit—The View classes implemented are EdgeView,
TitleView, and VariationView,
• integration of existing View classes in Java for use by EditorKit—the ex-
isting View classes are LabelView and IconView,
• mouse and keyboard handlers for UI components,
• passing data between different UI components,
• adding UI components with data mapping to margin panel,
• code to access and initialize glyphs with Improvise data processing lan-
guage, and
• code to register text views, data objects, projections, and selections with
Improvise.
The software stack of the text view framework is show in Figure 4.1. The
Improvise framework is developed by the system architect and EditorKit is a
part of Java. I implemented the text view using components from EditorKit and
Improvise. Visualizations are designed using the Improvise declarative language
by visualization designers.
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Figure 4.1: Software stack of the text view framework.
To achieve the design specifications in Chapter 3, the overall view is sub-
divided into three views: a main center panel to hold text and data graphics, a left
margin panel to provide paragraph context information, and a right margin panel
to show line numbers. This chapter gives an introduction to the components in
Java that were used to build this framework, discusses the view designs, describes
the design pipeline, and talks about the implementation process.
4.1 Introduction to Java Components
The major Java components used in the text view framework are EditorKit,
JTextPane and JPanel. JTextPane is the container component that can hold
multiple Java views together. EditorKit is responsible for adding the necessary
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views to JTextPane. EditorKit and JTextPane form the center panel. JPanel is
a lightweight container to hold multiple JComponents. JPanel is used for the left
and right margins. The functions and classes mentioned in this section are part
of Java.swing.text package. We will look at each component in detail.
4.1.1 EditorKit
EditorKit is part of the javax.swing.text package. The EditorKit is an abstract
class that uses the Document model to read, write, and modify contents in a
JTextComponent. Content refers to text, icons, and images. JTextComponent
is a base class for various text components in Java. In-built Java implemen-
tations of JTextComponent are JEditorPane, JTextArea, and JTextField. The
Document model holds characters in sequence with its reference to the posi-
tion in the overall text. An in-built implementation of the Document model is
StyledDocument. The StyledDocument provides styling to text at the character
level. The styling properties include font family, font size, color, underline, and
strikethrough. JTextComponent creates and returns the Document model via
the getStyledDocument() method. Inserting strings to the Document model is
done by calling the InsertString() method. The InsertString() method takes start
position, character (or string), and Style. Style holds the styling property for the
given string. The Document model can also take icons as input. To add an icon,
the Style object uses the StyleConstants.setIcon() to set an icon. The icon must
implement the Java Icon interface. Inserting to the Document model is similar
to inserting a character, but the character does not render, instead the icon is
rendered. Insertion of a string or an icon is implemented internally by initializing
a LabelView or an IconView, respectively. Figure 4.2 shows LabelView marked
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Figure 4.2: Elements structure in EditorKit.
as red boxes and IconView as green boxes.
EditorKit uses views to represent different elements. The main views in the
EditorKit are BoxView, ParagraphView, LabelView and IconView. The structure
of these views are shown in Figure 4.2. The BoxView holds all the elements added
to the EditorKit. The BoxView can hold multiple child elements that can be laid
out vertically or horizontally. In Figure 4.2, it is laid out vertically, i.e., along
the Y axis. ParagraphView is an extension of BoxView to hold multiple rows
in vertical alignment. The width of the ParagraphView depends on the width
of its parent BoxView. As content gets added, it calculates the width of the
row. If the width of the row exceeds the width of the parent ParagraphView, it
creates a new row and flows the content to the next row. This flow is handled by
the FlowStrategy class in Java. This gives EditorKit the line wrapping feature.
Each row can hold content views like LabelView and IconView. LabelView is
an extension of GlyphView, which is responsible for rendering characters and its
attributes. IconView is an extension of the View class to draw Java Icons.
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4.1.2 JTextPane
JTextPane is a subclass of JEditorPane. JEditorPane allows editing content
whereas JTextPane can only add and remove content. We chose JTextPane
because editing data items is not supported by Improvise. Elements can be
added to the JTextPane in the form of JComponents or by setting an EditorKit
and using the Document of the EditorKit to add content. We chose EditorKit
because it gives flexibility in text layout like line wrapping, text alignment, and
inter-line spacing.
4.1.3 JPanel
JPanel is a lightweight container to hold JComponents. A JPanel can have differ-
ent types of layouts. The layout manager determines how the components added
to the JPanel are laid out. Some of the prominent layouts are BorderLayout,
BoxLayout, GridLayout and GridBagLayout. JPanel has an add() method to
add components like JLabel, JButton, JTextField, etc.
4.2 View Implementations
This section discusses the needs and process for implementing additional views.
I implemented EdgeView for compound encoding, VariationView for variation
encoding, and TitleView for titles and section headers. LabelView and IconView
are part of EditorKit. I also extended IconView to change the position of the
icon. Rendering the icon is handled by EditorKit. Each view has a paint()
method that has X and Y for position, Graphics object to draw content, and
setPreferredSpan() to set dimensions.
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• LabelView: LabelView implements the text encoding in Figure 3.4 (i). La-
belView by default in the EditorKit given the visual encoding like typeface,
font size, foreground and background color and styling properties like bold
and italics. No changes were required to satisfy the design requirements.
• IconView: IconView implements the primitive shapes and tristate in Fig-
ure 3.4 (ii) and (vi). IconView extends from the default IconView in Java’s
EditorKit. Alignment of the icon along the Y axis is overridden to draw
the icon above the text base line.
• EdgeView: The EdgeView is an extension of the View class in Java.
EdgeView implements the compound encoding in Figure 3.4 (iii). It can
take nine data graphics as input and lays them in a 3 × 3 table in order,
starting from top, left to right. To avoid overlapping icons, the maximum
width of each column and maximum height of each row needs to be cal-
culated. The maximum width of each column is calculated by using the
icon.getIconWidth() method for each icon. The maximum height of each
row is calculated by using the icon.getIconHeight() method.
The first icon is drawn at the X and Y position, the second icon is drawn
with X offset to the maximum first column width, and the third icon is
drawn with the X offset to the sum of the maximum width of first and second
columns. Similarly, the second and third rows are drawn by offsetting
Y by maximum height of first row and maximum height of second row
respectively.
• TitleView: TitleView implements the title encoding in Figure 3.4 (v). The
TitleView adds a new line to separate the title from the previous line before
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rendering the title. The alignment of the title is passed as a PositionH class,
which shows the position to align the title. PositionH is a class in Improvise
available to the framework developer. PositionH class has three states: Left,
right, and center. The X position is moved depending on the state returned
from position. At the end, another new line is added to separate from the
next line.
• VariationView: VariationView implements variation encoding in Fig-
ure 3.4 (vii). The VariationView take n data graphics as input. The
VariationView is an extension of the View class. Line alignment on the
Y axis is overridden to allow for centering the variation to the base line.
Each data graphics is rendered in order, with offsetting to the height of the
previous icon.
4.3 Design Pipeline
The design pipeline of this application is shown in Figure 4.3. The raw data
is usually in the form of XML. To covert XML to tabular data a variety of
XPath [24] queries can be performed. XPath can extract values from specific
tags and attributes. The extracted data is usually stored in multiple relational
tables. The input data can be filtered, sorted, and projected to different forms
in Improvise.
Once the data is processed through Improvise, it can be mapped to data
graphics in the text view. Various visual encoding types that can map data to
graphics are discussed in Chapter 3. The graphics mapping returns a data object
containing the list of data graphics in order. Some graphics are designed as an
implementation of Java’s Icon interface. Icons know their dimensions and can
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Figure 4.3: Step-by-step processing of data in the text view.
draw themselves. Some graphics are implemented as Views in EditorKit. Each
View has a setPreferredSpan() method to store dimensions. With each graphic
size information, the center view has a renderer that calculates the layout for the
list of data graphics and renders them in its Cartesian coordinates. The renderer
passes the dimensions of each line and paragraph to the right and left margin
view respectively. The left side panel calculates the height of each paragraph and
renders the given author data, if any. The right panel calculates the line height
and adds line numbers, if a projection is specified. Improvise can notify its views
when the underlying data has changed. This can be triggered by filtering, sorting
or changing projections in another view. The graphic mappings are recalculated
and the process continues until the side panels are rendered. Selecting elements
in the text view triggers the render() function, which redraws the entire view.
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4.4 Panel Implementation in Java
From an implementation perspective, the three views are contained in a container
ScrollableJPanel. Since JPanel by default does not support continuous multiple
child view scrolling, it had to be extended to override the getPreferredScrollable-
ViewportSize() method. The extended class is called ScrollableJPanel. I designed
and implemented the ScrollableJPanel to hold center and margin panels. In ad-
dition to that, ScrollableJPanel is used by margin panels to render data graphics
using JLabel. The center panel uses the Java swing component JTextPane, which
is an extension of JEditorPane. The left and right margin views are Scrollable-
JPanels with BoxLayouts. ScrollableJPanel is added into an implementation of
JScrollPane, BetterScrollPane. BetterScrollPane is part of the Improvise archi-
tecture. BetterScrollPane is added into an implementation of JComponent, which
is also a part of Improvise. Initializing these panels are handled by a parent class
called TextView and initializing the TextView is handled by Improvise.
4.4.1 Center Panel
The EditorKit is comprised of layers. Lower-level views like Text and Icons are
contained inside a ParagraphView, the ParagraphView contains multiple rows to
wrap the text. Multiple ParagraphViews are contained inside a BoxView with a
specified orientation, in this use case its Y axis orientation. An individual view
rendering space is shown in Figure 4.2. A vanilla JTextPane can take text and
icons as input. For purposes of our application, we need the JTextPane to take
additional views such as TitleView, EdgeView, and VariationView. Higher level
views such as ParagraphView and BoxView need not be changed. To implement
these, the JTextPane needs to have an extended EditorKit. The extended Edi-
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torKit would implement the ViewFactory interface. The ViewFactory interface
has a create() method to initialize EditorKit views. The ViewFactory imple-
mentation handles initializing the required view as and when needed. Data is
populated into the view by inserting to the JTextPane’s StyledDocument object.
Once the Text or Icon is inserted into the Document object, it handles passing the
appropriate view to the ViewFactory. Each view has an index variable, which
holds the order of the object. This is useful for getting and setting selections
to the elements in the text view. Visual encodings are passed to the EditorKit
by projection in the Improvise framework. A screenshot of projection to visual
encoding mapping is shown in Figure 4.7.
4.4.2 Right Margin Panel
The right margin panel is designed to hold line numbers for lines in the center
panel. The right margin panel is built using ScrollableJPanel with its layout set to
BoxLayout along the Y axis. BoxLayout is part of Java. The data for this panel
is passed from the center panel. The data contains the line number and height
of that particular line. Each line number is added as a JLabel with its preferred
height set to the height from the dataset. The width of the right margin panel is
set as a constant, due to time constraints in project development. Projections for
the line numbers can be specified by using the Improvise declarative language.
The input schema for the projection design is two attributes of type String. The
first attribute holds the line number and the second attribute holds the height
of the line. The line number and line height is calculated after the center view
layout is calculated.
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4.4.3 Left Margin Panel
The left margin panel requires data and projection to render. The left margin
panel is built using ScrollableJPanel with its layout set to BoxLayout along the
Y axis. The height of paragraphs are passed from the center panel. The data
is specified by the visualization designer. The left margin panel adds JLabel
for each paragraph in the center panel with its height set to the height of the
paragraph. Similar to the right margin panel, the paragraph height calculation
is done after the center view layout is calculated.
4.5 Interactions
Interacting with the data is currently only available in the center panel. Three
forms of interactions are currently supported for selecting data items:
1. Simple point and click to select the data.
2. Run text selection.
3. Disconnected multi-selection.
Different selections can be activated by mouse and keyboard inputs. In single
selection, individual document objects like LabelView, IconView, EdgeView, etc.
provide call back on click with the index value, which is assigned to Improvise
selection. Run text selection is handled by an extension of the CaretListener class.
The CaretListener object returns the start and end position of text selection.
With the start and end values, a list of indexes within that range is calculated
and added to Improvise. The modifier key “alt” is used for disconnected multi-
selection. It is functionally similar to that of single selection, with the addition
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that it holds a list of all selected indexes until one of the other selection modes
is activated.
Copying selected text could not be implemented as selection can sometimes re-
draw the contents of the center panel. Due to the redraw, the selection highlighter
is lost and setting up custom text highlighting in EditorKit is cumbersome.
4.6 Text Visualization Design in Improvise
In this section, we will look at how structured data is converted to tabular data
for use in Improvise, data processing to convert tabular data to a form suitable
for text view, and finally project data to a visual encoding that can be used by
the text view.
4.6.1 Background on Data Processing
This section discusses one of the ways of processing data in Improvise, as an ex-
ample. The processed data is available across all views in this Improvise visualiza-
tion. This framework does not support data processing, however understanding
the data design in Improvise is essential to the visualization designer.
For our visualization design, we will use Giarratano’s 1910 critical edition
of Calpurnius Siculus. An image of a page from the critical edition is shown
in Figure 5.1. Latin scholars have converted the printed text to an XML file
with the information encoded in various tags. It is a TEI [12] (Text Encoding
Initiative) encoded XML file that contains the list of lemma entries and list of
variants with the associated witness. Lemma refers to text that been chosen
by the author to be the original text. A portion of the XML file is shown in
Figure 4.4. Since Improvise does not take XML as input, the data had to be
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converted to relational tables. With the use of XPath [24], the XML data was
converted to relational tables. XPath can select nodes and extract information
from a given input XML file. It can be used to target certain nodes to extract
information. In our example, an 〈app〉 node can be targeted to get the lemma
and its variants. Additional XPath queries can be implemented to gather the
lemma values into a table and the variants to another table. The two tables can
be linked via a key.
Figure 4.5 shows the XML converted to relational tables. The lemma table
contains the list of lemmas indexed with the lemma ID, LID. It also contains
additional information such as the part number, page number and line number.
The variant table contains the list of variants for the lemmas, witness and type
information. Each variant has a unique variant ID, VID. The lemma ID and
variants are linked via foreign keyv in the variant table. For example, in the above
image, LID 2 has the lemma “Nondum.” Corresponding entries for the lemma
are present in the variant table. Variants with LID 2 has values “nundum” and
“nundum” with witness ID 7 and 59, respectively. This shows that the variant
for the Lemma 2 “Nondum” in poem 1, page number 5, line number 1 were
suggested as “nundum” by witness 7 and “nundum” by witness 59. The collation
table holds the location of the lemma, lemma ID, and witness IDs for that lemma.
4.6.2 Projection Design
The center panel can take multiple different visual encodings to display different
types of data. The data would need additional information containing the type
of encoding the designer chooses for that particular data item. For example, to
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Figure 4.5: XML data transformed into lemma, variant, and collation tables.
show plain text the data can have an additional column called “EncodingType”
that would contain text. The designer can use this information to encode the
data as text. This approach would allow for a straightforward projection design.
Figure 4.7 shows the Improvise declarative language that maps data items to
graphics. The first case is for “title.” If the data attribute “type” is title, then
add title data graphic with text and align to center. The text has foreground color
set to black, background color set to transparent, font set to dialog 18 bold, text
set to data attribute “data,” and underline and strikethrough set to false. The
title graphic is aligned to center. The result is shown in Figure 4.6. In the figure,
the table view has the first data item type as “title” and data as “T. CALPURNI
SICULI.” In the text view, the data item is shown as title and aligned to center.
An example visualization of the Calpruni Siculi poem is shown in Figure 4.6.
The visualization tries to recreate the original document with additional infor-
mation. A line under a word represents a lemma that has a variant. Selected
data items are represented in bold.
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Figure 4.6: Visualization of lines 1 to 12 in the first poem of Calpurnius Siculus.
On the right is the data that was used for this visualization.
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Figure 4.7: An example of mapping data attributes to text view graphics in the
Improvise declarative language. The expression column shows the mappings. In
this example, a switch statement is used to identify the type of encoding.
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Chapter 5
Case Study
This case study is focused on the tasks that scholars perform when working with
classic Latin texts. Classic scholars aim to create critical editions by analyzing the
texts and their associated data. Classic Latin texts would be a good case study
for this tool, as the data often involves large textual documents which require
complex visual encoding and data mapping techniques to gain useful information
from them.
For my thesis, I used the findings from the information study conducted by
Dr. June Abbas, to assess the framework against tasks performed by classic schol-
ars and assessed the goals set in the framework design. The Mellon information
study conducted a survey with various user groups who work with Latin texts to
analyse various tasks that they perform. The goals of this study were to gain a
deeper understanding of how user groups who work with Latin interact with the
text and the processes they follow when working on a critical edition, determine
the usage of critical editions, and gather a list of resources that the user groups
used. This framework is designed to support scholars who work on creating and
editing critical editions and users that interact with these text documents. The
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processes followed by the humanity scholars can be linked to the sense-making
process in the Pirolli and Card model [18]. Each of the tasks will be analyzed
against this framework to assess the abilities of this tool.
This chapter gives an introduction to classic Latin texts, an example of a
printed edition with a description of each part, and the research process followed
by humanity scholars. In the next section, we list the tasks that classic Scholars
perform and assess the capability of this framework against each task. Finally,
we conclude with a summary of the case study.
5.1 Background on Classic Latin Texts
Old Latin texts were primarily copied by scribes from the original text to a
manuscript. Due to the manual nature of the process, errors and variations in text
were introduced. The copied manuscript is further replicated to multiple copies
introducing new errors and variations. Over time, the manuscripts are printed
and published as copies, but the original manuscript is discarded or lost. Due to
this, what usually remains is copies of the manuscript that vary significantly from
the original text. The manuscripts and early printed versions are called witnesses
and the textual variant copies are called variants. Scholars try to recreate the
original text by verifying and comparing the different versions of text. They aim
to recreate the original text as closely as possible. The recreated text is called a
critical edition.
5.1.1 Printed Edition
The main components of the document are the base text and the critical appa-
ratus. The critical apparatus holds the variants information which are found in
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Figure 5.1: Giarratano’s critical edition of the classical Latin poem Calpurnius
Siculus [20].
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various other copies along with their author information. A sample image of the
printed document is shown in Figure 5.1. A lemma (e.g., underlined in the base
text, nondum) is a part of the base text that is referred to in the critical appara-
tus. The critical apparatus of a lemma describes the variant, the witness for that
variant and the type of variant. Additional information in the printed document
include the poem name at the top, followed by the poem number and authors.
The authors are also associated with the paragraph by shorthand notations on
the left side margin of the base text. Line numbers are added on the right side
margin of the base text for easy referencing.
5.1.2 Humanities Research Process
Humanities scholars generally initiate their research process by choosing a litera-
ture and building upon that by looking for relevant materials. From the relevant
set of documents, the scholars analyze patterns and anomalies between these sets
of documents to draw conclusions. The analysis can include looking for varia-
tions of text between multiple authors, identifying words that are similar and
different between multiple authors, identifying similar word usages by the same
author, and correcting mechanical and spelling errors in documents. Using the
gathered information, the scholars construct the text to use in a critical edition
and arrange the critical apparatus.
5.2 Information Study
An information behavior study was conducted by members of the Digital Latin
Library1 project under the Mellon funded grant project. The study was conducted
1http://digitallatin.org. Accessed: 2017-07-31.
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by Dr. June Abbas, Professor at the University of Oklahoma. The development
of this framework was funded under the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. This
framework, along with a couple of other text visualization techniques like Pixel-
based visualization [3, 4] and Storyline visualization [21, 22] were designed to be
a part of a desktop application for use by classic Latin scholars.
Abbas et al. have captured a detailed analysis of this study [2]. We used
the findings of this study to gather the processes a potential end user of this
application might perform. The user groups or participants of this study included
classic scholars who focus on Latin, Graduate PhD students who are studying
classics in Latin, and high school teachers who teach Latin. The study identified
processes, analysis methods and tools used by user groups who work with classic
Latin texts. The information study identified a set of tasks that the classic
scholars perform.
1. Decide the author and manuscript for their preliminary analysis in devel-
oping a critical edition.
2. Find manuscripts and documents related to the primary manuscript.
3. Form collation. Collation involves comparing multiple documents and not-
ing down differences, similarities, errors, and discrepancies between texts.
4. Review collation table. Move erroneous entries to another table for further
inspection, remove spelling and mechanical errors.
5. Develop stemma. Visualize relationships between manuscripts and docu-
ments. Scholars find text that are close to the original (archetypal text)
and eliminate documents that may not contribute to the original text.
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6. Move from archetypal text to original. Review manuscripts and printed
editions from other scholars to look for patterns and word uses to form
original text.
7. Reconstruct critical edition. With the information from archetypal text
and collation table, form the critical edition.
8. Construct critical apparatus. Encode witness and text variation informa-
tion.
9. Condense critical apparatus. Rewrite entries in the apparatus to save space.
This often involves noting only part of text that varies, replacing manuscript
references with special IDs and removing unwanted text.
10. Develop preface and conspectus. Compile list of sources used in the docu-
ment.
The list of tasks from this study [2] gives us the ability to assess this frame-
work.
5.3 Task Analysis and Validation
The information study conducted by Abbas et al. gathered insight into the process
classic scholars performs when developing critical editions. The framework will
be assessed based on its ability to accomplish each of the tasks.
The application can help scholars identify primary and related manuscripts,
form a collation table, develop stemma to visualize the critical edition and critical
apparatus. These tasks involve reading and interpreting the text and its asso-
ciated data. The application is capable of representing text and data graphics
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in traditional form. This system will be analyzed against the tasks that classics
scholars perform when working with classic Latin texts.
1. Decide the author and manuscript to develop critical edition. Deciding au-
thor and manuscript is a cognitive process. The scholars would need to read
and analyze the various documents before deciding. One of the ways the
application can support the scholars is by providing documents by details-
on-demand. For example, a visualization can be created to list all available
documents (table view or list view). On selecting a document, the complete
text of the document can be rendered in the text view. The scholars can
quickly switch between multiple documents to make better decisions.
2. Look for related manuscripts. Similar to deciding on the manuscript, the
text view can be utilized to show all the relevant documents to the scholars
for reading.
3. Form collation table. Forming a collation table requires reviewing all printed
documents and noting differences between the manuscript and each printed
document. The framework does not directly support comparison between
texts. However, with manual help, the application can aid the process. For
example, scholars can use two spatially separated text views, one show-
ing the manuscript and another the selected printed edition. The user can
manually select text from the printed edition that is different from the orig-
inal text. Location, lemma ID and witness ID can be extracted from the
selected item in the text view and added to the tabular data.
4. Review collation table. A collation table is usually represented in tabular
form as it contains unstructured text. This framework does not directly
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Figure 5.2: Screenshot of a visualization designed using the text view frame-
work, showing the number of variants and witnesses for lemmas “nondum” and
“declinis”. For instance, lemma “nondum” has two variants and zero witnesses.
support reviewing collation tables. However, similar to forming a collation
table, the original manuscript and the selected text can be shown again to
the user to remove entries with spelling and mechanical errors. However,
this method may not be as efficient as reviewing a tabular view.
5. Develop stemma. One of the primary features that classic scholars require
is to identify word variants and the witnesses associated with each variant.
In this tool, the designer has the capability to mark texts with variants by
using various text visual channels or by adding additional data views to the
text. Some of the ways this can be accomplished are as follows.
• Compound encoding can be used to differentiate words with variants.
The word itself can be added to the center of the compound encod-
ing. The count of variants for that word can be added to top-right.
Additional data such as the number of witnesses can be added to the
top-left. Color can be used to differentiate between variants and wit-
ness counts. An example is shown in Figure 5.2. The word is displayed
in the center, the count of variants is shown at the top left of the word
in blue and the count of witnesses for the word is show on the top
right corner in green.
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Figure 5.3: Screenshot of an example showing two lemmata using variation en-
coding. The lemmata themselves are shown in bold.
• The variation encoding is designed for this specific use case. It can list
the set of variants in a top-down list fashion, with a link to the base
line of the text to show direction. An example is shown in Figure 5.3.
In the figure the base text is highlighted in bold and its variants are
shown below it. The word “quamvis” has a variant “quantinus” and
the word “praela” has a variant “praeda.” Additionally, an compound
encoding containing the text and the number of witnesses can be added
as a list to the variation encoding.
• Words with variants can be marked with an underline. An example is
shown in Figure 4.6.
6. Move from archetype text to original text. Moving from archetype text to
original requires reviewing manuscripts and documents from other scholars.
The findings from other scholars can be visualized in a separate text view
and manually compared with the main text view.
7. Reconstruct critical edition. The text view framework does not support
the ability to input text from the user. This framework cannot help in
reconstructing critical edition.
8. Construct critical apparatus. Constructing critical apparatus requires text
input from the user which is not supported by this framework.
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9. Condense critical apparatus. Condensing critical apparatus requires rewrit-
ing parts of the critical apparatus and removing unwanted texts. This
framework does not support editing text.
10. Develop preface and conspectus. The text view can list the sources used to
form the critical edition. However, a table view might be better suited for
this task.
5.3.1 Analysis of Goals
In this section we will analyze the goals set by this framework design. The list of
goals and their analysis:
• Use traditional text layout to show text and embed data graphics. As shown
in Figures3.6 and 3.3, we can see that this framework uses traditional text
layout and embeds graphics in it.
• Provide variety of data graphics representations. Figure 3.6 shows the var-
ious encoding that this framework is capable of. The encodings shown in
the figure are text, primitive shapes, compound, title, variation and tris-
tate. Encodings like compound and variation can be used to form unique
encodings as they take more than one primitive shape or text as input.
• Provide multiple visual channels for the visualization designer to modify the
appearance of the text and its associated graphics. Visual encodings have
multiple visual channels. For example, in Figure 5.2, text has different
colors. In Figure 3.5, the background color of text has been changed. This
shows that text can change it foreground and background color. Also,
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nested views can take more than one primitive shape or text graphic as
input. This can be used to form a variety of different data graphic patterns.
• Allow for additional context information like header, footer, and line num-
bers in margins. Figure 3.6 shows line numbers in right margin, paragraph
context in left margin and headers in center panel. Footer is not shown in
the image, but it can be created by adding title encoding at the end of the
page.
• Allow for coordinated multiple views. This framework is built into Impro-
vise. Improvise has a variety of views that can form coordinated multiple
views.
• Allow for navigation within the view. The framework implements Scrol-
lableJPanel to allow for multi-view scrolling. Scrolling is the primary form
of navigation within this view.
• Allow selection interactions. Three types of selection has been implemented
to select and interact with data in the view.
5.4 Summary
The primary goal of the Digital Latin Library2 is to help classic scholars create,
publish, and collaborate with other scholars who work on critical editions of
Latin texts. The information study conducted by Abbas et al. [2] aimed to
study the process classic scholars use to develop critical editions. With the help
of this study, this framework was validated against each task. This framework
2http://digitallatin.org Accessed: 2017-07-31.
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supports tasks that involve cognitive thinking by visually representing text and
its associated data in a traditional layout.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis introduced a new text visualization framework that uses the tradi-
tional text layout to show text and its associated data. This framework draws
inspiration from existing principles and established techniques that are related
to text visualization. In this framework, we have designed and implemented a
fixed layout design to visualize text. We have provided a substantial set of vi-
sual encodings needed to design data graphics. We implemented various selection
interactions within the view and linked selections to Improvise. We anticipate
that this framework gives visualization designers the necessary tools to visualize
text and its associated data to analyze and find patterns efficiently. Combined
with the querying and interactive properties from Improvise, we believe that this
framework would benefit scholars and users who work with text. There are several
future directions to improve upon this visualization.
• Interaction in embedded data views : Interaction in embedded data graph-
ics that take primitive and text visual encodings as input is currently not
implemented. This feature would allow for multiple layers of interaction.
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• Inbuilt text searching : Since our visualization represents text in a traditional
format, we think the visualization could greatly benefit from an inbuilt text
search feature. This would allow the user to search for a keyword directly
within the visualization without depending on data queries.
• Text highlighting inside data graphics : Text inside data graphics cannot be
selected in a traditional fashion as it is converted to Icons.
• Variety in data graphics : This framework would benefit from variety of new
embedded data graphics. Complex data graphics gives designers multiple
choices to visualize data.
• Declarative layout design: The current layout is fixed to the three column
structure. Implementing custom layouts that can be defined by the visual-
ization designer will provide more flexibility.
• Text copy to clipboard : Copying text is not supported due to the implemen-
tation strategy. It would be desirable to end users to be able to copy text
to the clipboard.
This thesis contributes:
• a design framework that uses a traditional text layout to embed text and
data graphics inline,
• a variety of text styling properties and a set of data graphic design options
for use by the visualization designer,
• an implementation of the design framework that uses the Improvise visu-
alization environment for visual encoding, data processing, interaction and
querying,
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• an application of the design framework to recreate and enhance the tra-
ditional printed layout in critical editions used by classic Latin scholars,
and
• an assessment of the ability of this framework to support cognitive tasks
performed by classic Latin scholars.
Although this application was designed primarily for use by Latin scholars,
the framework can be applied to other textual data sets. We believe that analysts
who work with large textual documents will benefit from this framework.
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